
Price Planning – Chapter 25
What is Price?

It has to do with Value (in Money), but also for the consumer in 
satisfaction or perception

- Included in the overall marketing strategy

Prices are everywhere in business

Capital (money) is priced by interest rates

Labor is priced in wages

The Value of a product is expressed in its price



Pricing Vocabulary
Price – The value in money (or its equivalent) placed on a product

Market Share – The Company’s percentage of total sales volume
generated by all competition in a given market

Volume – Quantity of a given product sold

Profit (Gross) Margin – Calculation of the total revenue earned from 
sales of a product less the cost to produce the product (excludes non-
product costs like sales, marketing and administration)



Price is not Arbitrary
• Pricing strategies will align to a company’s image, brand and 

marketing

Walmart – “Always Low Prices”

- This cuts both ways as it makes the Walmart brand appear “cheap”

How would a luxury brand like Gucci think about its pricing?

Most importantly is that companies have to be profitable to stay in 
business.  They must:

- Understand their cost, but more importantly, they must,

- Understand their value to the customer



Revenue

Revenue is an important measure for a company – but….

- Selling lots of product without producing a profit is not sustainable

Revenue = Price (P)  X Quantity (Q) Sold (volume)

What are the two ways to increase Revenue?

- Sell more Q’s or,

- Raise the price of each Q I sell



Market Share
Market Share explains the quantity side of product Revenue

Think about Quantity as all the units sold of a particular type of product

Marketing attempts to do one of three things to increase Revenue:

- Increase the quantity of the marketed brand at the expense of others

- Increase the overall size of the market for that type of product

- Both of the above

Examples: Rogaine, Uber, Facebook, Domino’s, Jaguar SUV, Nike 
Apparel



Market Share Example



How did Apple go after the iPad Market
Recall our product LifeCycle:

Stage Demographic Price Strategy

Introduction

Growth

Maturity

Decline

(How does Apple manage the decline phase of its products?)



Pricing Considerations
Break-even Point

Demand Elasticity (change in demand related to changes in prices)

Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility

Consumer Perception – Creating scarcity

Competition



Pricing Ethics
Price Fixing – often includes collusion 

-msrp

Price Gouging – “extreme” surge pricing

Price Discrimination – Charging based on factors unrelated to product

Cannibalistic Pricing – Pricing to eliminate competition

Truth in Advertising – bait and switch, untruthful claims



Other Pricing Strategies

Given the other considerations, companies use many strategies to think 
about how they can maximize their profit margin.

Value Pricing – priced according to perceived value; cost doesn’t matter as 
much (pharmaceuticals, insurance)

Tiered Pricing – price to allow various ways to participate in product 
(stadium seating)

For Discussion
Loss Leader Pricing (perhaps sell at a loss to increase volume, or traffic)
Surge Pricing (a form of Value Pricing) (ex. Uber)
Monopoly Pricing (lack of competitive pressure to lower price)
Auction Pricing (bidding to determine price)


